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The present list of 100 bibliographies, indexes, abstracts and 
literature reviews represents selected titles from the holdings 
of the Agriculture Library of Ohio State University Libraries. They 
were published, for the most part, during the 1970's. The first 
eleven titles are indexing and abstracting journals, and require 
regular checking by the library user. Most are general and include 
the topic socio-economic aspects of third world agriculture and 
development. Items 12 through 100 are specialized subject 
bibliographies, indexes, abstracts or literature reviews on a wide 
variety of topics within the subject of agriculture and development. 
I have provided both a Name Index, which includes authors and 
organizations, and a Title/Term Index, so that the reader can find 
the publications needed either by author, title, subject or 
issuing agency. 
Some of the items listed have not been completely processed yet, and 
may not have an OSU call number in parentheses, or may not have an 
annotation. 
Norma Corbett Bruce 
Agricultural Economics Bibliographer 
Agriculture Library 
The Ohio State Univers~ty 
ITEMS 1 THROUGH 11, INDEXING AND ABSTRACTING JOURNALS 
1. AID Research and Development Abstracts. Washington: U.S. Agency 
for International Development, Bureau for Development Support, 
1974- (HD82 U45) 
Quarterly journal, usually containing 150 abstracts of reports 
produced or funded by AID. Updates Catalogue of Research 
Literature for Development (Z7164U5C38). Continues AID Research 
Abstracts. Arranged by subjects: agriculture and nutrition, 
development assistance, economics, education, health, science 
and technology, social science, urban development and housing 
and bibliographies. Author and issuing agency indexes. 
2. Abstracts on Tropical Agriculture. Amsterdam: Royal Tropical 
Institute, 1975- (S3T72) 
Continues Tropical Abstracts (S3T7). Subject, author, geographic 
and affiliation indexes. Includes sections on general economics, 
agricultural micro- and macroeconomics, agricultural development, 
sociology and demography. 
3. Biblio_gr~hy of A&r]..culture. Phoenix, Ariz.: Oryx Press., 
1942- (Z5071U513) 
Current domestic and international agricultural literature. 
Since 1970, produced from magnetic tape. Monthly with annual 
subject, author and organization indexes. Based upon indexing 
records in AGRICOLA, the computerized files of the National 
Agricultural Library. In addition to the main section, divided 
by broad subject categories, there are sub-sections on Experiment 
Station and Extension Service publications, FAO publications, 
and Translated publications. 
4. ~E.£.~I)._!:_..:~Ll?._liog_r~l~Y- of ~ricultur~ in_Qdna. Wageningen, 
Nethe.rlands: C.enter for Agricultural Publishing and Documentation, 
1979- ( ). 
The only current b1bliography on Chinese agriculture. 
coverage, subject arrangement, with brief abstracts. 
cover over 2,000 items a year. 
World 
Could 
5. Current Contents: Ajg_ict_i!~ur~ Hiol£$.Y_t_and En~n~~E~al 
Sciences. Philadelphia: Institute for Scientific Information 
l 9.fO::--(Z5071C862) 
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This periodical reproduces the contents pages of over 1,000 
selected U.S. and foreign journals. Author index includes 
author's address, and a publisher's address directory. Suggested 
for literature scanning and selection. 
6. Dissertation Abstracts International: 
Sciences; B. Science and Engineering. 
Microfilms, 1938- , (AS30M62) 
A. Humanities and Social 
Ann Arbor, Mich.: University 
Abstracts of Ph.D. dissertations arranged by broad subject groups. 
Includes author and subject indexes. Also several subject indexes, 
Agriculture and Agronomy, Ecology and the Environment, Latin .America 
and the Caribbean. Agriculture Library has through 1979. 
7. FAO Documentation, Current Bibliography. Rome: Food and Agri-
culture Organization, 1970- (Z5776F7F22) 
Bibliographical listing of all FAO documents including accession 
number and descriptor terms, ISBN numbers and important publi-
cation information. Includes a division index, author index, 
subject index, and a project index. Continues FAO Documentation, 
Current Index (Z5776F7F2) 
8. Fertilizer Abstracts. Muscle Shoals, Ala.: National Fertilizer 
Development Center, 1968- (Z5074F4F4) 
Worldwide, monthly coverage on fertilizer subjects, including a 
section on marketing. Abstracts from 400 journals, bulletins 
and technical reports. Author and subject indexes in each issue 
which are cumulated annually. 
9. Landbouwdocumentatie. Wageningen, Netherlands: Centrum voor 
Landbouwpublikaties en Landbouwdocumentatie, 1945- (SllL22) 
Weekly listing of agricultural articles and books. Reviews are 
in Dutch, but the title is in the original language. Arranged by 
subject. World coverage. (Cancelled for OSU after 1980) 
10. Public Affairs Information Service Bulletin. New York: P.A.I.S., 
1915- (Z7164E2P9) 
A bi-weekly listing of selected books, pamphlets, government 
documents, reports and journal articles relating to the social 
sciences. Social and economic material about developing countries 
can be found here. Cumulated quarterly and annually. 
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World Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology Abstracts. 
Oxford, Commonwealth Bureau of Agricultural Economics, 1959-
(Z5074E3W6) 
Abstracts the world literature of agricultural economics and 
rural sociology. Includes complete citation and substantial 
abstract. Arranged by subject. Includes book reviews and 
occasional special review articles. Annual author and subject 
indexes for each volume. Agri.culture Library also carries the 
other CAB abstracting services, Nutrition Abstracts and Reviews, 
Dairy Science. Abstra~ts, .!'Jlimal Breed:tng Ab_§ltracts, Review of 
Plant Pathology, !iel!-1 Cr_oE Abstracts, He.E_bage Abstracts, 
Horticulture Abstracts, and _!'orest_ry Abst_racts. 
ITEMS 12 THROUGH 100, SUBJECT BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND INDEXES 
/ , 
12. Aliaga de Vizcarra, Irma. Bibliograf_h-'!~_Agri£~ Bolivi_~na. 
La Paz: Ministerio de Agricultura, Biblioteca, 1967. 
(Z5075B65A4) 
, 
_., ___ . _______ -·~~---·~- ~Supl_t?me~. 1976. (Z5075B65A4 Suppl. v .4) 
Arranged by subject with author and organization indexes. 
13 • Bi b1~£[~r apl!.L.2_~~-ic::J;co!!.<?_~2-- ~':..":Et s o _£_]:..~Ii.K.!!.!) on-'~-~ ~i!.. 
Singapore: Singapore University Press for the International 
Rice Research lnstitute and the Agriculttirdl Development Council~ 
1976, (Z507417B58) 
About 700 items published by 1975 011 planr1:tr1g 9 policy, design 
and management of irrigation systems. Primarily English 
langtv1ge publicaU011s. Arra.nged by subject with country index. 
Bulf :Ln, Robe.rt L. and Weaver, Harry L. !~£.Lr:?J?E~.~:l_!:~~EI::!:.1.,'?}S:~l 
.f ~.!; __ N~!:'E.£1LJ3..~_ou.:r:'?~'..?._.~y:~~~~~E: t ; ___ .?.-!':_ _l!:~~.!~Y~.;::.y1 L--~_po ! ? !.~_:._<!_ 
:~-~]?1 ~ o g_t·!}J?.f!LJ_and~~-'- .<2.t~.i!.0-:..o S,?.~E5'.~.§-.. SJ.:L :!°!:' f.'2£1!1.::~.~.:1:..<?.!l • T uc sen, 
Ar:!.zona~ Office of Arid Lands Studies" .UnJ.v(~Tslty of Arizona, 
1977. ( ) 
i)verview of :1.ntermediate technology (author's preferred tenn) 
followed by a listing and description of organizations practicing 
in the f:i.eld, a br.ief list of so•.:n:ccs of information such as 
abst:raC'ti.ng services, and a 315 item b::ib1i.ography, many with 
abstracts. fu1thor and subject indexes. 
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15. Buvinic, Mayra. Women and World Development; an Annotated 
Bibliography. Washington: Overseas Development Council, 1976. 
(Z7961B9) 
Effects of socio-economic development and cultural change on 
women and on women's reactions to these changes. Nine subject 
categories, subdivided by geographic area. Includes lists of 
other bibliographies on women, and journals which focus on women 
in development. 
16. The CARICOM Bibliography. Georgetown, Guyana: Information and 
Documentation Section, Caribbean Community Secretariat, 197-
( ) 
A cumulated subject list of current national imprints of 
Caribbean Community member countries, arranged by Dewey 
classification. Mimeographed, semi-annual. Author/title index 
and list of publishers' addresses. 
17. Carvajal, Manuel J. Bibliography of Poverty and Related Topics 
on Costa Rica. Working document series, Costa Rica; General 
working document #1. Washington: Rural Development Division, 
Bureau for Latin America and the Caribbean, U.S. Agency for 
International Development, 1979. (Z7165C68C37) 
This 329 page document contains 2,056 entries of poverty-
related studies conducted during the previous two decades. 
Agricultural studies are included to provide a frame of reference 
for the poverty studies. Most are annotated, all are keyed for 
subject and type of document. Includes author, topic, geographical 
and institutional indexes. 
18. Catalogue of Research Literature for Development, produced 
under programs of the Bureau for Technical Assistance, U.S. 
Agency.for International Development (A~I.D.). 2 vols. 
Washington: U.S. Agency for International Development, 1976-
1977. (Z7164U5C38) 
Identifies and cites research and development materials produced 
through programs of the Bureau for Technical Assistance of AID 
issued between 1967 and 1977. Updated by A.I.D. Research and 
Development Abstracts (HD82U45) 
19. Centro Internacional de Agricultura Tropical. Resumenes 
Anal{ticos en Econom{a Agricola Latinamericana. Series HS-30-33. 
2 vols. Cali, Columbia: CIAT, 1976-77. (HD179Q'.5C4691976) 
An annotated bibliography of agricultural economics articles 
about Latin America with lengthy abstracts. Titles in English 
include a Spanish translation. Arranged by subject with author 
and subject indexes. 
J 
• 
t 
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20. 
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Cohen, John M. ParticiJ?_ation at the Local Level: a Working_ 
Bibliography. Bibliography series, no. l. Ithaca, N. Y. : 
Rural Development Committee, Cornell University, 1978. (Z7164R8P3) 
Entries come from a survey of over 100 development or area 
related journals between 1960-1977 to identify articles on topics 
dealing with some aspect of rural development. Includes fugitive 
literature such as conference papers, manuscripts and unpublished 
reports. Ph.D. dissertations completed at U.S. and Canadian 
universities since 1970 are included. One section each on 
Spanish and French sources. No indexes. 
21. Couunonwealth Bureau of Agricultural Economics. AfrJ:.~,,§iE__!gri­
culture and Rural Development. 5 vols. Farnham Royal, 
"E-nglm;<l·:c·o~;;;n;f;a.1th -7.1_-gricoltural Bureaux, 1975. (Z5075A4C6) 
Based on abstracts published in l.Jorld_A.8£.~cu}_~~~aUcoE.91.1.S:S:~ 
.::1E1: .. ~ .. -B.l!-E?..L~g.'.,:}o~_9-gy_~~~-t:!:.'!E~ (Z5074E3W6) L::-om .July 1971 
th~rnugh December 1974. Arrangement is geographic and then 
alphabetic by author within each sect.ion. Includes aut:hor 
and subject indexes and a list of serial publications used. 
22, r~oEJ:lonweaJ th BuceA.u of Agricultural EeonorrLics. .fl:?.E~-C.~s.E~t 
-~~g~J:: .. ~1:.~1?.~E.~L~'2.1:_~.£!El1.!~'.-~~~"\:-... in_.:\~.~:£":.· if vols. Farnham Royal, 
EngLrnd: Commonwealth Agrh:uJ.tural P,~:;reaux, 1917. (7.5075A8C6) 
CoV<:!r 3 the abstracts published in CAB abstrar2t jou1-nals for 1970-
1975, arrang2d geographically 1 then alphabetically by author. 
Ahst1:,:.ct fon;1at fr; the sa_me as othe:r CAB abstractu1g se1:vices. 
Cormnnn,,,112alth Bureau of Agricultural Ec;onoc;ri_cs. 
~\?-J:J .. ~::l~~_i;-a1 ~'...i.~_t~:§! :~e;~ __ §.l!!E_X~~-9-f?J:•=:::-::~.~, s \70 ls. 
Commonwealth Agrir::ultural Bureaux, 1974. ( 
J::.h..~.S~3 r ~~? ~:::':!-H3 
Farnham Royal; 
) 
Ov'2r' ltOO items on Jamaica, Greater Antitlss~ Lesser ;\ntiLLes 
and CeHtral America published in CAB abstracts betv.'cen 1965 
and 197!~~ 
:?Ji. G~mm:onwealt.b 8'--;rcdu o.E Agr:i.cu1tuc;:1l Economics, :t:~~~-;:_1 ____ ~~~r:.Ls~.; 
--·--·-·--·~ _s_-_ i L uat ion ___ ~E.Q._.I'~E:!~~LC;l?.E''.~'.?.~, 1 vo J.s. Farnham Royal : 
Corru:1011we.alt'h .._~gricultura.1 HtJreaux, 1977 e ( ) 
Abcut ) ,000 1-tems on Latin Am0rica (genera.I)~ Souti1 f.sr:er-.i.c.a, 
':'.nd Central America for the year·s 197!+.,19/7 taken frorn CAB 
~6stracting services. 
?:.1 ~ (:cnnrnon\...realth Bur~::a.u of Ag'(·icult~~~:ral ·Ecortu .. nics... L~_.inerica: 
.. ~~:f?~ ~:~~:.~-~~J:,~t~:v~!.!~~~1-~--~4~~~1~-~ ~~~J-~:I!:. _____ ,?~~L~~---_!::_ E~.§£ ~CL~~-'~~ .4 vo J s.. Fa rn. ham Roy a 1 ~ 
,_;:)mmcmwea1 th Agric•,11 tural Bureaux, 19 7f•. ( ) 
!)ver 1.7000 abstra~cts f-rorn t:h.e Clill st:.r-vices en_ 1~Jorth) Braz.i.1, 
..:\rgentiilr.1.,. ~:ind S.ot1tti_ c11:·eas of ~3outh An1r-::r-tea published. bet.,_.;_reen 
1970-1974. 
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26. Daines, Samuel R. "Small Farmer Credit in Developing Countries, 
a Bibliography." Washington: Agricultural Cooperative Development 
International, 1975. (ACTS file, 1207) 
Arranged geographically, then alphabetically by author. 
Citations cover the previous 15 years approximately. No 
annotations. 
27. Davis, Lenwood G. An Introductory Bibliography of Bibliographies 
on Africa. Exchange Bibliography 1203. Chicago: Council 
of Planning Librarians, 1977. (Z5942AlC6) 
Selective listing of bibliographies on Africa arranged alpha-
betically by author. Also contains a list of African periodicals. 
28. Davis, Lenwood G. Irrigation and Water Systems in Africa, 
an Introductory Survey. Exchange bibliography 1206. Monticello, 
Ill.: Council of Planning Librarians, 1977. (Z5942AlC6) 
Articles, pamphlets, dissertations and books, and an alpha-
betical listing of journals useful for this subject. 
29. Dejene, Tekola. Experiences in Rural Development: a Selected 
Annotated Bibliography of Planning, Implementing and Evaluating 
Rural Development in Africa. OLC paper, no. 1. Washington: 
Overseas Liaison Committee, American Council on Education, 
1973. (Z5075A4D44) 
256 entries on rural development published the previous 10 years. 
Limited to English and French studies focusing on planning, 
implementation, evaluation and training aspects of rural 
development. A few items concerned with Latin America and Asia 
have been included for comparative purposes. 
30. Devres, Inc. Socio-economic and Environmental Impacts of Low 
Volume Rural Roads--a Review of the Literature. A.I.D. Program 
evaluation discussion paper no. 7. Washington: Studies Division, 
Office of Evaluation, Bureau for Program and Policy Coordination, 
U.S. Agency for International Development, 1980. ( ) 
Provides a survey of the literature to determine the socio-
economic and environmental impact of low-volume rural roads in 
developing countries and identifies and raises questions on the 
impact of the roads for future AID projects. Over 150 items 
in the bibliography. 
31. 
• 
32. 
33. 
31,. 
35. 
' 
• 
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l~OO (Dois mil) Li'!,..ros Agricolas em Portugues. Vi)osa, Brazil: 
Universidade Federal de Vis:osa, 1973. (Z5071D6) 
A listing of books in Portuguese in the social sciences, the 
pure sciences and the applied sciences concerned with agriculture. 
Prepared by La Asociacion Internamericana de Bibli.otecarios y 
Documentali.stas Agricolas (AIBDA). Author and subject indexes, 
and addresses of li.brari~s and publishers. 
D' Silva, Enunanuel H. and Tracy, Ruth M. Ar~£l.Ot8:_ted Bibliography 
~lating to WorJ-d Foo~ ls§_~. Cornell International Agriculture 
mimeograph, 62. Ithaca, N.Y.: Program in International Agri-
culture, Cornell University, 1978. (S1C83) 
Listing of publications from the Cornell library system using 1972-
74 as the base period. 125 citations covering a broad range of 
issues related to food supply. 
Eval•.!ation of research on agricultural development in. Gambia, 
Ghana, Liberia, Nigeria, and Sierra Leone. Presents results 
of an intens~ve study of Nigerian development strategies, assesses 
resea!·ch, and identifies research gaps and priorities Q Arrangement 
is by country and then by bibliographical fo:em. Nigeria receives 
the mo,::t a.ttenti.on in this publication. 
Ericksen. Frank A. , comp. .~.!:~!1.:?..t::..?.::!.ed -~-~.2}~-~:~'.EEaFJ.'l.Y ___ C:! __ Agr.f.=. 
s:~J- t L~.§:.2, __ Ilevt::J:~.E'~~E_t_.~£.-.~ ama.~:S:.~. Washington: Development 
Planning Group 3 Organizat.i.on for lntcrnat:Lonal Cooper<Jtion 
and Development, U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1979, 
(Z5075J2A51979) 
This is a 197 page revised edition of a J.978 bibliography 
(Z5075J7A51978) covering selected a<>pects of agricultural 
development in Jamaica published primarily <tfter 1962, 
Arranged by topic, tb:::o. alphabetically by authcr. Each item 
is cross-classified. Keyed also fa~ library location. 
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Natim1s. 
Agricultural Credit Bibliography. Rome, FAO, 1978-
.(lIT)l4 39"A47) ___ ·---------- -·---·· ·-.. ·---·-----
A list of items held in the Agricultural Ranking and Credit 
Group's Reference Unit. Crouped by subject) and within each 
group the list is geographical. Pe~sonal author, cocporate 
author, and geographic indexes. Intended to be a semi-annual 
publication according to a note in no. 1 • 
-8-
36. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations. 
Bibliography of Food and Agricultural Marketing. Second series, 
no. 3. Rome: FAO, 1977. (Z5074E3B5) 
Focuses mainly on publications on marketing in the developing 
countries. Arranged by subject with commodity, geographical 
and author indexes. Brief annotations. 
37. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations. Bibliography 
on Land Settlement. Rome: FAO, 1976. (Z7164L3F5819J6) 
Land settlement is conceived as the planned movement of populations 
to areas of under-utilized agricultural potential and settlement 
of nomands, refugees, youth, pensioners, and those displaced by 
construction of dams and natural disasters and by village 
modernization. The bibliography includes both rainf ed and 
irrigated agriculture, and includes various types of farms, 
ranging from state through collective and cooperative to 
smallholder. Includes material available in the Land Tenure 
and Production Structure Service as well as items listed in 
WAERSA, and other appropriate documents. Arrangement is first 
by country or region, then by author. 
38. Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations. 
Books and Periodicals for Agricultural Education and Training 
in Africa. Rev. ed. Rome: FAO, 1977. (Z5814A3F61977) 
Includes books in English on land use, economics, marketing, 
education, management as well as numerous other agricultural 
topics. Keyed for scholastic level. List of journal titles, 
information sources, list of publishers, and author index are 
also included. 
39. Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations. "FAO 
Agricultural Credit ISIS Batch Retrieval, 1974-1978." Unpublished 
printout. Rome: FAO, Library and Documentation Division, 1979. 
(ACTS file, 2047) 
A computer printout on agricultural credit for FAO documents. 
Citation includes author, title, series, seminar or meeting 
information, date, FAO Accession number and subject terms. 
40. Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations. FAO 
Books in Print. Rome: FAO, 19-- (Z5071F57) 
A catalogue of FAO publications in English with ordering infor-
mation. Arranged by subject with an alphabetical title index, 
and author and subject indexes. Useful for tracking down items 
that appear in series, and for statistical information. 
J 
'"' '.I 
• 
r 
41. 
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Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations. 
Documentation Centre. .¥2men arid Faniil:L_ in Rural Development. 
Annotated Bibliography. Rome: FAO, 1977. (Z7961F61977) 
Designed to emphasize the importance of this topic within 
FAO's activities in relation to population, agricultural and 
food issues and to facilitate access to these materials. Covers 
documents issued from 1966 to mid 1976 based on three main 
descriptors--Women:. Family and Home. 
42. French, David G. ~Fopriate TechrtolE._SL in Social Context: 
an Annotated Bibliography. Mt. Rainier, Md. : VITA, 1977. 
(Tl4. 5F841977) 
43. 
44. 
The consistency of a technology with its social environment 
is the concern of the author. 180 items from four separate 
literatures···-development agencies, the applied social sciences, 
village-oriented programs, and technical information. 
Fundeburk, Emma Lila. -~-~.!E..r..ence _!'_!ater1.a1s_ anc!_ Perio~icals 
in _ _!'.:_sp~ic~n Int_ernational_List __ J_g_X_!:ve Volumes. Vol. 1: 
j\.gris:ulture. :Metuchen, N.J.: Scarecrow Press, 1971. (Z7164E2F7) 
Reference materials directly pert:ain:i.ng to the economic and 
related aspects of agriculture. In addition to the usual author, 
title, subject indexes, Fundeburk also pro,Jides indexes by date 
and place of publication and by publisher. 
Graber, Eric S. ~I!_ Annot_ated Biblic;iJ~!_i?:~¥ __ ~f, R~ra_! __ pey5:l~~~g,!:_ 
_§l_E.~_!!evels of L_ivj.~~-g __ Gt~_?temala_. Guatemala; general working 
document !fl. Washington: Rural Development Division, Bureau 
for Latin America and the Caribbeanz U.S. Agc-:ncy for International 
Development, 1979. (Z7165G9G7) 
About 550 entries from a variety of the social sciences, agri-
culture and nutrition fields. Classed according to general 
development, social conditions~ agriculture, rural life, small 
farm development, technology and marketing, Includes post-1955 
publications. 
4.5. Graber, Eric S., A_I_!_;~ta.t:-ed~i~liq_B:Fal?!~x__q_t__g_~~L .. !2~_velo.p,E1elJ:_~, 
~Jr~aniz~!:,~.~-~.:..~-~-1:.'!.:~'=.~,§ __ !l.i_!~~lL in _l'_er':!_. Peru; general 
working document #1. Washington: Rural Development Division, 
Bureau for Latin 1\merica and the Caribbean, U.S. Agency for 
International Development, 1979. (Z7165P5G7) 
Contains over 750 entries for publ1cations in 
anthropology, political science, agriculture, 
history relating to rural development. Keyed 
library location. 
• • 1 econom1cs, socio~.ogy, 
nutrition and 
for subject and 
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46. Holdcraft, Lane E. The Rise and Fall of Community Development 
in Developing Countries, 1950-65; a Critical Analysis and an 
Annotated Bibliography. MSU Rural Development papers, no. 2. 
East Lansing, Mich.: Department of Agricultural Economics, 
Michigan State University, 1978. (HN49C6H6) 
Attempts to systematically document the rapid growth and demise 
of community development in poor countries in the 1950's and 
1960's. Includes a review of the community development literature 
which provides background for the analysis, and a comprehensive 
bibliography of major community development publications. 
47. Index to Land Tenure Center Newsletter, nos. 1-58, 1962-1977. 
Compiled by Teresa J. Anderson. Land Tenure Center Newsletter, 
nos. 59-65, 1978-1979. Madison: Land Tenure Center, University 
of Wisconsin, 1979. (HD101W562) 
Land Tenure Center Newsletter consists of articles and notes of 
interest in areas of land tenure and international agricultural 
development. This index covers 15 years of the more substantial 
items, and is arranged by area and subject. 
48. Institute of Development Studies. Village Studies Programme. 
' 
Village Studies Data Analysis and Bibliography. Vol. 2: Africa, 
Middle East and North Africa, Asia (excluding India), Pacific 
Islands, Latin America, West Indies and the Caribbean 1950-1975. 
Brighton, England: Institute of Development Studies, University 
of Sussex, 1978. (Z7165I6I541976) 
Village studies cover some aspect of life, usually economic 
or social, in a single village. The Village Studies Programme 
of the Institute evaluated and coded the studies and included 
additional references to develop this 863 item annotated 
bibliography. Requires careful attention to instructions for 
using coded information. See also: Connell, John. Labour 
Utilization; an Annotated Bibliography of Village Studies. 
Brighton, England: Institute of Development Studies, 1975. 
(HD1521C64) 
49. The International Bibliography of Rice Research Supplement. 
Compiled by Milagros Zamora. Los Banos, Laguna, Philippines: 
Library and Documentation Center, the International Rice Research 
Institute, 19-- (Z5074R515) 
A continuation of the International Bibliography of Rice Research, 
1951-60. The 1978 Supplement was issued in 1979 and contains 
references published in 1978, plus those published from 1971-1977 
which were not included in previous supplements. Arranged by 
subject with author index and keyword index. Includes a section ~~ 
on "Economic and Social Aspects". "Wiii 
... 
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50. Jameson, Kenneth P. An Annotated Bibliography of Agricultural 
Development in Gu~ana. General working document Ill. Washington: 
Development Studies Program, U.S. Agency for International 
Development, 1977. (Z5075G89J34) 
190 entries arranged alphabetically by author with generous 
annotations. Keyed for subject and library location. Does 
not include materials from British Libraries, and narrowly 
technical agronomic studies. Contains use~ul list of other 
bibliographies. 
51. Jessee, David L. and Brannon, Russell H. Unemployment and 
Underemployment in Rural Sectors of the Less Developed Countries, 
a Bibliography. Occasional papers, no. 6. Washington: Economics 
and Sector Planning Division, Office of Agriculture, Technical 
Assistance Bureau, U.S. Agency for International Development, 
1977. (HC59. 7U6) 
Major emphasis is on economic analyses and interpretations. 
1400 items published the previous 20 years mainly in English. 
Organized by geographic area under 13 subjects. 
52. Lawani, S.M., Al luri~ F.M., Adimorah, E.N. _Farm~!}g Sys~ems 
_in AJri-s_<!~ Working Bibliography_, 1-9~0-197~. Boston: G.K. 
Hall, 1979. (Z5075A4L38) 
The LLterature of farming systems based on the collection of the 
International Institute of Tropical Agriculture in Ibadan, 
Nigeria, with good sections on soils and technology. Subject 
arrangement with author, subject and country indexes. Each 
item appears only once, but if it covers more than one subject, 
it can be picked up through the index. English translation of 
tith~ from original title. No annotations. 
53. Lee, Molly Kyung Sook Chang. ~~st_A~ian Economies; a Guide 
to Information sources. Detroit: Gale Research, 1979. 
(zfl65A743L43) 
Selected bibliograr:._, L,.c the economies of China, Japan, Korea, 
and Taiwan from 1900 to present. Monographs in English, but a 
list of journals is included. Author, title and subject index. 
54. Lele, Uma. ~The_])_e.sign_Ei.__!.ural Devels:~nt. Baltimore: Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 1975. (HN773.SL34) 
Contains a bibliography, pp. 227-238, covering production 
systems, agricultural extension, credit, marketing and 
administration. Primary focus is on Tanzania, Ethiopia, 
Uganda, and Kenya. 
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55. Luzuriaga C., Carlos, and Zuvekas, Clarence. An Annotated 
Bibliography of Income, Income Distribution, and Levels of 
Living in Rural Ecuador. Ecuador; general working document 
#1. Washington: Rural Development Division, Bureau for Latin 
America and the Caribbean, U.S. Agency for International 
Development, 1979. (Z7165E28L9) 
About 700 items written since 1950 related to income, income 
distribution and levels of living. Includes library locations, 
acronyms, index of provinces and subject index. 
56. Luzuriaga c., Carlos, and Zuvekas, Clarence. Income Distribution 
and Poverty in Rural Ecuador: A Survey of the Literature, 1950-
1979. Ecuador; general working document #2. Washington: Rural 
Development Division, Bureau for Latin America and the Caribbean, 
U.S. Agency for International Development, 1980. (HC204I5L8) 
Authors examined census data, macroeconomic and micro-level 
studies for this 353 page survey. 
57. Mante, Willi, and Blodig, Walter. Bibliography on Socio-Economic 
Aspects of Potato Production and Utilization. Bibliographische 
Reihe der Technischen Universitat Berlin, Band 13. Berlin: 
Universitatsbibliothek der Technischen Universitat, 1979. 
(Z5074P75M3) 
Literature from 1945 to 1977 on socio-economic studies of potato 
production arranged by country, with author, subject and 
geographical indexes. 
58. Meyer, Richard L., and Alicbusan, Adelaida. Annotated 
Bibliography on Rural Off-farm Employment. ESO Paper 659. 
Columbus: Agricultural Finance Program, Department of Agricultural 
Economics and Rural Sociology, Ohio State University, 1979. 
( ) 
Focus of the bibliography is on long-term research conducted 
in lesser developed countries, with some items of general 
methodological and theoretical interest included. Does not 
include consultant reports and project documents. Annotations 
are quite substantial, usually two paragraphs. Arrangement is 
alphabetical by author. No index. 
59. Moisture Utilization in Semi-Arid Tropics: Summer Rainfall 
Agriculture Project. Moisture Utilization in Semi-arid Tropics, 
Srnnmer Rainfall Agriculture (MUSAT:sra) Project. Boston, 
G.K. Hall, 1977. (Z5074D8M641977) 
Computer generated bibliography of the holdings of University 
of California, Riverside, on agricultural development in the 
semi-arid tropics. This volume is the geographic index of the 
MUSAT:sra data base as of February, 1977, which contained about 
• 
:_) 
. 
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8500 items. The bulk of the material is for the previous 10 
years, but the entries cover roughly 50 years. In addition 
to social and economic studies, the bibliography includes soil 
science, crop production, plant diseases, climatology. 
60. Monypenny, Richard. The Sugar Beet and Cane Industries: 
~elective Economic Bibliography. Townsville, Australia: 
of Commerce, James Cook University, 1976. ( 
a 
Department 
) 
61. Morgan, W.B. Agriculture in the Third World: a Spatial Analysis. 
62. 
63. 
Boulder: Westview, 1978. (HD1417M681978) 
Contains a good bibliography (pp. 259-278) on agricultural 
economy and spatial organization. 
Nkhjavani, Mehran. ~rarian Reform in Latin America: the 
Role of Marketing and Credit, an Annotated Bibliograph~. 
Bibliography Series, no. 6. Montreal: McGill University, 
1977. (Z7165L3N34) 
Credit section contains items published primarily after 
1970, yet tries to present a balance of opposing views. 
Marketing section includes pre-1970 material. 
Nelson, Nici. ~1!LJ1as _ _Devel9pment Neglected Rural Women;_ 
a Review of the South Asian Literature? Oxford: Pergamon 
19-79. (Z7964S65N441979) 
Because research on women has been neglected, the author's 
intent is to provide a review which will encourage researchers 
to widen their scope. Examines categories of data, sources 
and extant literature on women's roles in developing countries. 
64. Neville-Rolfe, Edmund. Economic Aspects of Agricultural 
Devel~£E'-ent i_g__~f~ica£~_§~1ective_~?notated Reading Li?t 
of_B:<::.E_orts and SJ:udie2-_ __ qoncerni~_Q African Countries 
DuriE..g_!h~~iod 19_~Q_-1969. Oxford: University of Oxford, 
1969. (Z5075A4N4) 
A sununary of 1, 350 Research reports published in English 
and other European languages on agriculture and rural 
problems. Geographic arrangement, then by subject, then by 
author. Index of author, institution and subject. 
65. Oberbeck, Charles. -~n Annotated Biblio_gr_aphy of Income 
_!?_istribution in Par_guay. Paraguay, General Working Document 
fil. Washington: Rural Development Division, Bureau for Latin 
America and the Caribbean, U.S. Agency for International 
Development, 1979. (Z7165P3503) 
-14-
Brief review of 69 current sources of information available 
in Paraguay and the U.S. relating to income distribution and 
socio-economic characteristics of low income groups. Many 
items relate directly to agriculture. 
66. Ohio. State University, Columbus. Department of Agricultural 
Economics and Rural Sociology. Agricultural Credit and Rural 
Savings. AID Bibliography Series, Agriculture no. 7. 
Washington: U.S. Agency for International Development, 1972. 
(Z5074C70341972) 
164 abstracts of books, journal articles, reports, and unpublished 
documents, etc. on credit problems of small and medium farmers in 
less-developed countries. Divided by credit and savings, then 
alphabetically by author. Author and geographic indexes. Keyed 
for library location and the ACTS number in the Ohio State 
University Agriculture Library. The following 5 titles follow 
a similar format. 
67. Ohio. State University, Columbus. Department of Agricultural 
Economics and Rural Sociology. Agricultural Credit and Rural 
Savings: II. AID Bibliography Series, Agriculture no. 8. 
Washington: U.S. Agency for International Development, 1976. 
(Z5074C70341976 ) 
165 abstracts on credit problems of small farmers. This 
bibliography contains a complete listing of the contents of the 
AID Spring Review of Small Farmer Credit (HG2041S6), a 20 
volume set based on 10 workshops held in 1973. 
68. Ohio. State University, Columbus. Department of Agricultural 
Economics and Rural Sociology. Agricultural Credit and Rural 
Savings: III. AID Bibliography Series, Agriculture no. 9. 
Washington: U.S. Agency for International Development, 1977. 
(Z5074C70341977) 
177 abstracts on small farmer credit. Same format as previous 
two issues. 
69. Ohio. State University, Columbus. Department of Agricultural 
Economics and Rural Sociology. Annotated Bibliography on 
Agricultural Credit and Rural Savings: IV. Columbus: Agricultural 
Finance Program, Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural 
Sociology, Ohio State University, 1980. (Z5074C70341980)) 
428 abstracts on small farmer credit. Format similar to previous 
3 editions, with a section on credit and on savings with author 
and geographic indexes. 
.• 
• 
• 
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70. Ohio. State University, Columbus. Department of Agricultural 
Economics and Rural Sociology. Annotated Bibliography on 
Agricultural Credit and Rural Savings: V. Columbus: Agricultural 
Finance Program, Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural 
Sociology, Ohio State University, 1980. (Z5074C70341980a) 
172 abstracts in format of previous 4 editions. 
71. Ohio. State University, Columbus, Ohio. Department of Agricultural 
Economics and Rural Sociology. Annotated Bibliography on 
Agricultural Credit and Rural Savings: VI. Columbus: Agricultural 
Finance Program, Department of Agricultural Economics and Rural 
Sociology, Ohio State University, 1980. (Z5074C70341980b) 
72. 
73. 
74. 
180 abstracts in format of previous 5 editions. 
Ohio. State University, Columbus. Department of Agricultural 
Economics and Rural Sociology. Cumulative Author and Organization 
lndex of Annotated Bibliographies I-VJ:1972-1980. Columbus: 
Agricultural Finance Program, Department of Agricultural Economics 
and Rural Sociology, Ohio State University, 1980. (Z5074C70345) 
Index of authors and organizations listed in the 6 agricultural 
credit bibliographies prepared by the Agricultural Finance 
Program at Ohio State University, 1972-1980. 
Pay.lore, Patricia. Desertification: a World Bibliogra.£!!l.. 
Tucson, Arizona: Office of Arid Lands Studies, University 
of Arizona, 1976. (Z6004D4P35) 
Prepared for the 23rd International Geographical Congress, 
Moscow, 1976 pre-conference meeting of the IGU Working Group 
on Desertification, Desert Research Institute, Ashkhabad, 
Turkmen SSR, July 20-·26, 1976. Abstracts of journal articles, 
books, papers, etc. on desertification. Arranged by geographic 
area, each part of which has its own key word index and author 
index and brief introductory remarks. Within the regional 
framework the citations deal with natural trends, man's 
influence, preservational measures and preventive and remedial 
measures. Most citations are for the previous decade, but 
earlier classic pieces are also included. 
Philippine Council for Agriculture and Resources Research. 
~}bliography of Studies in Socio-economics, 1976-1978. Los Banos, 
Laguna, Philippines: Socio-Economics Research Division, Philippine 
Council for Agriculture and Resources Research, 1979. 
(Z5074E3B561976-78) 
Updates an earlier bibliography which covered the years 1969-1975. 
Presents publications in 15 subjects within agricultural economics 
and 12 subjects within rural sociology • 
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75. Philippines. Presidential Committee on Agricultural Credit. 
76. 
Bibliography of Materials on Philippine Agricultural Credit. 
Manila: PCAC, Technical Board for Agricultural Credit, 1977 
(Z5074C7P4) 
Studies from 1954-1977 on Philippine agricultural credit arranged 
in 12 subjects with cross references. Keyed for library location. 
Pollard, J.S. A Select Bibliography of 
Mechanization in Developing Countries. 
Overseas Department, National Institute 
1978. (Z5074Ml8P64) 
the Economics of Farm 
Bedford, England: 
of Agricultural Engineering, 
Covers pure economic studies of farm mechanization, and the wider 
socio-economic and political issues within the context of agri-
cultural and national development. Slanted for the interests 
of the United Kingdom Ministry of Overseas Development. Contains 
almost 600 citations arranged by author with country, crop and 
subject indexes. 
77. Powelson, John P. 
with Annotations. 
A Select Bibliography on Economic Development; 
Boulder; Westview, 1979. (Z7164El5P68) 
A basic guide for students and researchers in economic development. 
Arranged by subject such as agricultural credit, hunger, small 
business, etc. and also by country and area. 
78. Preston, T.A., ed. Rural Work Science. Annotated Bibliography 
no. CAB96. Slough, England: Commonwealth Agricultural 
Bureaux, 1978. (Z5071P74) 
Relevant abstracts from CAB journals published in 1977. Covers 
many professions--from medicine to industrial engineering to 
dairying. This publication is the precursor to Rural Work 
Science Abstracts, a new Commonwealth Agricultural Bureaux 
journal. 
79. Riehl, S.K. Dryland Agriculture Bibliography, a List of Materials 
on riculture of Semiarid Tern erate Re ions. Corvalis, Oregon: 
Kerr Library, 1976. (Z5074D8R5) (T ird edition on order) 
A compilation of articles and book titles representing holdings 
of Kerr Library, Oregon State University on dryland agriculture. 
This edition has approximately 1500 titles arranged by author 
with extensive subject index. 
. 
~ 
. 
.· 
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80. Rihani, May. Development as if Women Mattered: An Annotated 
Bibliography with a Third World Focus. Occasional paper no. 10. 
Washington: Overseas Development Council, 1978. (Z7961R5) 
81. 
82. 
83. 
84. 
Prepared to aid voluntary agencies concerned with women in 
developing countries. Emphasis is on policy and project planning 
so material is primarily studies, evaluations and proposals, with 
good abstracts to aid user in selecting appropriate information. 
Arranged by subject with author index. 
Riley, Peter, and Weber, Michael T. Food and Agricultural 
Marketing in Developing Countries: an Annotated Bibliography 
of Doctoral Research in the Social Sciences, 1969-79. 
MSU Rural Development Series Working Paper, no. 5. East Lansing, 
Mich.: Department of Agricultural Economics, Michigan State 
University, 1979. (Z7164F7R54) 
Doctoral research done in disciplines dealing with administration, 
cultural, economic, managerial, social, spatial, and other 
dimensions of marketing at U.S. and Canadian universities. Includes 
annotations based on the abstracts in Dissertation Abstracts 
International. Arranged by geographic area, then by author. No 
subject index. 
Rural Development in the Third World. I.C.I. Selective 
Bibliography. Papers and Documents of the I.C.I., series C, 
no. 11. Ottawa: Institute for International Co-operation, 
University of Ottawa, 1977. ( ) 
Sable, Martin H. Latin American Agriculture: A Bibliography 
on Pioneer Settlement, Agricultural History and Economics, 
Rural Sociology and Population (Including Immigration and 
Foreig? Minorities), Agricultural Cooperatives and Credit, 
from the Holdings of the Widener Library, Harvard University. 
Special Publication no. 1, Milwaukee: Latin American Center, 
University of Wisconsin, 1970. (Z7165L3H281970) 
An interdisciplinary list on the topics listed in the title 
of the holdings CL Widener Library for use by the faculty of 
the Latin American Center as a working bibliography. Arranged 
by subject with author and geographic indexes. 
Schutjer, Wayne A. and Van Der Veen, Marlin G. 
Constraints on Agricultural Technology Adoption 
Nations. Occasional Paper no. 5. Washington: 
International Development, 1977. (S494.5I5S3) 
Economic 
in Developing 
Agency for 
Review of studies of economic constraints, identifying gaps and 
outlining the implications of the review for technology-based 
agriculture and rural development programs. Identifies general 
guidelines for development policy and research. Bibliography 
of cited material includes about 225 entries covering about 20 years • 
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85. Stanley, Janet. Bibliography on Labour Force Participation 
in Nigeria. 1970-1976. Bibliography Series, no. 9. Montreal: 
Centre for Developing Area Studies, McGill University, 1978. 
(Z7164LlS69) 
Includes studies on rural development and the agriculturally 
dependent population. 181 items primarily published since 
1970 arranged alphabetically by author with a comprehensive 
subject index. Also includes a list of retrospective sources. 
86. Thirsk, Wayne. A Selective Annotated Bibliography of Rural 
Poverty in Colombia. Working Document Series; Colombia, General 
Working Document, 1. Washington: Rural Development Division, 
Bureau for Latin America and the Caribbean, U.S. Agency for 
International Development, 1977. ( ) 
56 entries covering rural income, price and employment data 
and primary data sources for most of the major analytical 
work on Colombia. 
87. Truong, T.D. Small-scale Farming: a Selected and Annotated 
Bibliography with Emphasis on South East Asia and West Africa. 
The Hague: Institute of Social Studies, 1980. (Z5075A8T71980) 
482 books, conference reports, articles focusing primarily 
on Malaysia, Philippines, Ghana, Ivory Coast and Cameroon, 
with some additional countries. 
88. United Nations. Social Development Division. Centre for 
Social Development and Humanitarian Affairs. Innovative 
Approaches to Popular Participation in Development; an 
Annotated Bibliography. ESA/SDHA/MISC. 18. New York: 
United Nations Secretariat, 1976. ( ) 
About 150 citations on the theoretical and practical issues 
in popular participation. Very selective, covering the 
innovative and basic literature of 1970-1976. Contains a 
helpful key word index. 
89. United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization. 
A Directory and Bibliography on the Theme "Research and Human 
Needs." 1st ed. Paris: Division of Scientific Research and 
Higher Education, UNESCO, 1979. ( ) 
A preliminary list of topics to be included in a data base for 
the storage and retrieval of information on Research and Human 
Needs. Contains a list of organizations, list of journals, 
newsletters, reports, guides and directories, abstracting and 
indexing journals and a list of information services and data 
banks. Bibliography covers food, health, housing environment, 
energy, and technology. 
•, 
• 
·J 
L 
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90. United States. Agency for International Development. Small 
and Medium Industry Development. A.I.D. Bibliography Series; 
Science and Technology no. 1. Washington: Office of Science 
and Technology, Bureau for Technical Assistance, U.S. Agency 
for International Development, 1974. (Z7164C81U419) 
Selected documents from small and medium industry projects of 
AID in developing countries. Includes items on small scale 
rural industries, and agricultural industries. 
91. Vidergar, John J. Bibliography on the Social and Economic 
Development of Pakistan. Exchange Bibliography no 1404. 
Monticello, Ill.: Council of Planning Librarians, 1977. 
(Z5942AlC6) 
Arranged by author. No indexes. 
92. Wisconsin. University. Land Tenure Center. Training and 
Madison, Wisconsin: 
93. 
94. 
Methods Series. no. 1-
-(HD320. SWS) 
A series of bibliographies concerned with agrarian reform, 
economics, and rural development of lesser developed countries. 
Compiled by staff of Land Tenure Center Library and based on 
its collection. 
Witherell, Julian. The United States and Africa: guide to 
U.S0fficial Documents and Government Sponsored Publications 
on Africa, 1785-1975. Washington: Library of Congress, 
1978. (Z3501W5 7) 
Arranged by 5 time periods, then country and subject (agriculture, 
economic conditions, libraries, religion, etc.), this guide 
is based on the holdings of the Library of Congress, AID 
Reference Center, and other federal collections. Each entry 
includes full bibliographic information, LC call number and 
descriptive annotation. 
World Food Problems; a Selective Bibliogra12gy of Reviews. 
Cleveland: CRC Press, 1975 (Z7164F7R42) 
About 5,000 publications including review articles, book 
chapters, government publications, and publications of inter-
national organizations. Subject arrangement of all important 
aspects of the problem such as availability of natural resources, 
future sources of energy, environmental quality, population 
growth, malnutrition, food production and consumption, and 
family planning. 
95. 
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Zamora, M.C. Biblio~raphy on Green Revolution 1975-1976. Occasional 
Paper no. 6. Los Ba~s, Laguna, Philippines: Agricultural 
Libraries Association of the Philippines, 1977. (Z5071Z35) 
"Green revolution" is the development and promotion of high yield 
varieties of wheat and rice in the developing world. This 
bibliography covers the socio-economic aspects, impact on 
development, effects on labor and employment and the problems 
of the "revolution." Arranged alphabetically by author with 
some annotations. Includes a subject index. 
96. Zuvekas, Clarence. An Annotated Bibliography of Agricultural 
Development in Bolivia. Working Document Series, Bolivia; 
General Working Document, 1. Washington: Rural Development 
Division, Bureau for Latin America, U.S. Agency for International 
Development, 1977. (Z5075B65Z88) 
More than 1,000 entries on selected aspects of agricultural 
development, including credit, marketing, nutrition, technology, 
income distribution, and employment published between 1952-1976. 
97. Zuvekas, Clarence. A Partially Annotated Bibliography of 
Agricultural Development in the Caribbean Region. Working 
Document Series, Caribbean Regional; General Working Document, 
1. Washington: Rural Development Division, Bureau for Latin 
America and the Caribbean, U.S. Agency for International 
Development, 1978. (Z5075W47Z88) 
About 2000 entries for post-1960 publications on agricultural 
development in the smaller English speaking states in the 
Caribbean--Antigua, Barbados, Belize, British Virgin Islands, 
Cayman Islands, Dominica, Grenada, Montserrat, St. Kitts-
Nevis-(Anguilla), St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Turks and Caicos 
Islands. Some entries have a library location. Crop index 
and topical index. 
98. Zuvekas, Clarence. A Survey of the Literature on Income 
Distribution and the Fulfillment of Basic Human Needs in the 
Caribbean Region. Working Document Series, Caribbean Regional; 
General Working Document, 3. Washington: Rural Development 
Division, Bureau for Latin America and the Caribbean, U.S. 
Agency for International Development, 1978. (HC160I5Z88) 
A critical look at the various national data sources and level-
of-living indicators, their reliability, frequency and short-
comings. 
J 
• 
. 
. 
99. 
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Zuvekas, Clarence. Rural Income Distribution in Bolivia: A 
Sunnnary and Evaluation of the Quantitative and Qualitative 
Information. Revised. Working Document Series, Bolivia; 
General Working Document, 2. Washington: Rural Development 
Division, Bureau for Latin America, U.S. Agency for International 
Development, 1977. (HC185ISZ88) 
Presents and evaluates data both at the national and local 
level. Evaluates various studies and makes recommendations for 
further research. Over 100 sources published in 1960's and 
1970's. 
100. Zuvekas, Clarence. Unemployment and Urlderemployment in 
Bolivian Agriculture: A Critical Survey of the Literature. 
Revised Working Docmnent Series, Bolivia; General Working 
Document 3. Washington: Sector Analysis Internalization Group, 
Foreign Development Division, Economic Research Service, U.S. 
Department of Agriculture, 1977. (HD5751A6Z971977) 
Reviews data on the labor force, employment, unemployment and 
underemployment in rural Bolivia as well as related subjects 
of internal and external migration, wage rates and government 
policy. Suggests future research and includes a list of 
references • 
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NAME INDEX 
*A* 
AGRICOLA - 3 
AID - see U.S. Agency for Inter-
national Development 
Agricultural Cooperative Devel-
opment International - 26 
Agricultural Development 
Council - 13, 33 
Agricultural Finance 
Program - 66-72 
Agricultural Libraries Asso-
ciation of the Philippines - 95 
Adimorah, E.N. - 52 
Aliaga, de Vizcarra, Irma - 12 
Alicbusan, Adelaida - 58 
Alluri, F.M. - 52 
Anderson, Teresa J. - 47 
Arizona. University. Office 
of Land Studies - 14, 73 
Asociacion Interamericana 
de Bibliotecarios y Documen-
talistas Agricolas - 31 
*B* 
Blodig, Walter - 57 
Brannon, Russell - 51 
Brazil. Universidade Federal 
de Vi~osa - 31 
Bulfin, Robert L. - 14 
Buvinic, Mayra - 15 
*C* 
CARICOM - 16 
CIAT - see Centro Internacional 
de Agricultura Tropical 
Carvajal, Manuel J. - 17 
Center for Agricultural Pub-
lishing and Documentation - 4, 9 
Centro Internacional de Agri-
cultura Tropical - 19 
Cohen, John M. - 20 
Commonwealth Bureau of Agri-
cultural Economics - 11, 21, 
22, 23, 24, 25 
Cornell University - 20, 32 
Council of Planning Librarians -
27, 28, 91 
*D* 
Daines, Samuel R. - 26 
Davis, Len wood G. - 27, 28 
Dejene, Tekola - 29 
Devres, Inc. - 30 
D'Silva, Ennnanuel H. - 32 
*E* 
Eicher, Carl K. - 33 
Erickson, Frank A. - 34 
*F* 
Food and Agriculture Organi-
zation of the United Nations -
7, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41 
French, David G. - 42 
Fundeburk, Emma Lila - 43 
*G* 
Graber, Eric S. - 44, 45 
*H* 
Harvard University - 83 
Holdcroft, Lane E. - 46 
*I* 
Institute for International 
Co-operation - 82 
Institute for Scientific 
Information - 5 
Institute of Development Studies - 48 
. 
. 
\ 
• 
International Development Research 
Institute 
International Institute of Tropi-
cal Agriculture - 52 
International Rice Research 
Institute - 13, 49 
*J* 
Jameson, Kenneth P. - 50 
Jessee, David L. - 51 
Land Tenure Center - 47, 92 
Lawani, S.M. - 52 
Lee, Molly Kyung Sook Chang - 53 
Lele, Uma - 54 
Luzuriaga, c., Carlos - 55, 56 
*M* 
MUSAT:sra - 59 
Mante, Willi - 57 
McGill University, 62, 85 
Meyer, Richard L. - 58 
Michigan State University, 
East Lansing. Dept. of Agricul-
tural Economics - 46, 81 
Monypenny, Richard - 60 
Morgan, W.B. - 61 
*N* 
National Fertilizer Development 
Center - 8 
National Agriculture Library - 3 
Nelson, Nici - 63 
Neville-Rolfe, Edmund - 64 
Nkhjavani, Mehran - 62 
*O* 
Oberbeck, Charles - 65 
Ohio. State University, Columbus. 
Department of Agricultural 
Economics and Rural Sociology -
58, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72 
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Office of Arid Land Studies - 14, 73 
Overseas Development Council - 15, 80 
Overseas Liaison Committee - 29 
*P* 
Paylore, Patricia - 73 
Philippine Council for Agri-
culture and Resources 
Research - 74 
Philippines. Presidential 
Committee on Agricultural 
Credit - 75 
Pollard, J.s. - 76 
Powelson, John P. - 77 
Preston, T.A. - 78 
Public Affairs Information 
Service - 10 
*R* 
Riehl, s.K. - 79 
Rihani, May - 80 
Riley, Peter - 81 
Royal Tropical Institute - 2 
Rural Development Committee, 
Cornell - 20 
*S* 
Sable, Martin H. - 83 
Schutjer, Wayne A. - 84 
Stanley, Janet -
*T* 
Thirsk, Wayne - 86 
Tracy, Ruth M. - 32 
Truong, T.D. - 87 
*U* 
United Nations - 88 
United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural 
Organization - 89 
United States.Agency for 
International Development -
1, 17' 18, 30, 44, 45, 50, 51, 
55, 56, 65, 66, 67, 68, 84, 86, 
90, 96, 97, 98 
United States. Department of 
Agriculture - 34, 100 
*V* 
Van Der Veen, Marlin G. - 84 
Vidergar, John J. - 91 
*W* 
Weaver, Harry L. - 14 
Weber, Michael T. - 81 
Wisconsin, University. 
Land Tenure Center - 47, 92 
Latin American Center - 83 
Witherell, Julian - 93 
*Z* 
Zamora, Milagros - 49, 95 
Zuvekas, Clarence - 55, 56, 96, 
97, 98 
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TITLE/TERM INDEX 
AID Research and Development Abstracts - 1 
Abstracts on Tropical Agriculture - 2 
Africa, An Introductory Bibliography of Bibliographies on - 27 
[Africa] Books and Periodicals for Agricultural Education and Training - 38 
[Africa] Economic Aspects of Agricultural Development in Africa - 64 
[Africa] Experiences in Rural Development - 29 
[Africa] Farming Systems in Africa - 52 
[Africa] Irrigation and Water Systems - 28 
[Africa] Village Studies - 48 
African Agriculture and Rural Development - 21 
Agrarian Reform in Latin America - 62 
[Agrarian Reform] Training and Methods Series - 92 
Agricultural Credit and Rural Savings, I-VI - 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71 
Agricultural Credit Bibliography - 35 
[Agricultural Credit] FAO Agricultural Credit ISIS Batch Retrieval - 39 
[Agricultural Credit - Latin America] Agrarian Reform in Latin America - 62 
[Agricultural Credit - Philippines] Bibliography of materials on - 75 
[Agricultural Credit] Small Farmer Credit in Developing Countries - 26 
Agricultural Development in Bolivia - 96 
Agricultural Development in Guyana - 50 
Agricultural Development in Jamaica - 34 
Agricultural Development in the Caribbean Region - 97 
Agricultural Education and Training in Africa - 38 
Agricultural Marketing, Bibliography of Food and - 36 
Agricultural Marketing, Food and - 81 
Agricultural Situation and Development, Latin America - 24 
Agricultural Situation and Prospects, South America - 25 
Agricultural Technology Adoption, Economic Constraints on - 84 
Agriculture, Bibliography of - 3 
Agriculture in the Third World - 61 
Agriculture, Latin American - 83 
[Agriculture] Reference materials and Periodicals in Economics - 43 
Annotated Bibliography of Agricultural Development in Bolivia - 96 
Annotated Bibiliography of Agricultural Development in Guyana - 50 
Annotated Bibliography of Agricultural Development in Jamaica - 34 
Annotated Bibliography of Income Distribution in Paraguay - 65 
Annotated Bibliography of Income, Income Distribution, and Levels 
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